Consistency of Structured Data Elements: Challenges and Approaches
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Introduction/Background
A lack of consistent shared data definitions across electronic health record (EHR) applications and clinical settings prevent reuse and interoperability of healthcare data. EHR data collection forms defined without reference models compromise information consistency and completeness. Many EHR implementation projects are quite large with limited interaction between individuals responsible for distinct applications within the EHR system.1 These limited interactions may lead to decreased sharing of data definitions and an increase in the number of distinct data elements defined to represent similar topics.2 In order to increase consistency of data definitions within similar topics, it is necessary to define a set of standard data elements to be shared across the organization. This poster will describe our process for defining a standard set of data elements (Reference Model) for the Clinical Topic of Pain.

Methods
We convened a workgroup of informaticians, project analysts, and clinical subject matter experts (SME) to analyze the consistency of structured data element definitions for a set of clinical topics across our Partners eCare EHR configuration project. Our analysis included: 1) literature review, 2) development of a draft reference model based on literature review findings, 3) evaluation of downstream data dependencies for draft reference model, 4) modified Delphi voting by SMEs using eRoom collaboration software to validate reference model, and 5) prioritization of changes to the system to align with validated reference model.

Results
Literature review retrieved relevant LOINC models, Intermountain Healthcare’s Clinical Element Model (http://www.clinicalelement.com/#/), and two peer-reviewed publications.3,4 The draft Pain Reference Model included 21 data elements. Round 1 SME voting resulted in the removal of 4 data elements, addition of 6, and modification to 11 data elements. Validated model results will be included in the printed poster.

Discussion/Conclusion
Defining reference models is resource intensive but delivers value in achieving data consistency.2 A lack of consistent data definitions will have downstream implications on EHR features such as clinical decision support and reporting.5 Pain is one example of a topic ripe for standardization of data capture. We see the definition of Reference Models for clinical topics and prioritization of changes to the existing system as a continuous process for EHR optimization. This work will be continued for other prioritized clinical topics that are used across diverse settings of care and specialties with significant downstream data dependencies.
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